Abstract-We examine the performance of two decisionfeedback equalizers (DFE's) for pulse-position modulation (PPM) on measured nondirected indoor infrared channels with intersymbol interference. PPM offers high average-power efficiency, but on ISI channels, unequalized PPM suffers severe performance penalties. We have previously examined the performance of the maximum-likelihood sequence detector (MLSD), and found that it yields significant improvements. However, the MLSD often requires such large complexity and delay that it may be impractical. We investigate suboptimal, reduced-complexity equalization techniques for PPM, providing a performance analysis of zero-forcing chip-rate and symbol-rate DFE's. Our results show that a symbol-rate DFE provides performance that closely approaches that of the optimal MLSD.
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I. INTRODUCTION
N ONDIRECTED infrared (IR) radiation [1] - [7] has been shown to be a viable alternative to radio for wireless indoor communication. Many applications of nondirected IR links require high average-power efficiency to minimize ocular hazards and transmitter power consumption. Earlier work has shown -pulse-position modulation ( -PPM) is an effective modulation technique due to its high average-power efficiency, which increases with increasing [3] , [8] . However, in highspeed ( 10 Mb/s) indoor IR systems, we must consider the effects of intersymbol interference (ISI), resulting from reflections off walls, floors, and room objects [5] . Because of its poor bandwidth efficiency, PPM is more severely affected by ISI than simple on-off keying (OOK).
Prati and Gagliardi [9] have investigated linear equalization for photon-counting channels. Recent work on indoor IR communications has quantified the effects of ISI on unequalized PPM systems, and the improvement obtained by using the maximum-likelihood sequence detector (MLSD) [8] . Since the complexity and delay of the MLSD may be prohibitive in many applications, three decision-feedback equalizers (DFE's) for PPM have been proposed: a symbolrate DFE, a chip-rate DFE, and a correcting-chip-rate DFE [10] . For pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM) equalizers, the BER can be computed directly through formation of the folded spectrum and computation of the mean-squared error (MSE) [11] . However, for PPM, the MSE does not uniquely determine the BER [10] . Therefore, in this letter we develop tight bounds for the BER of the symbol-rate and chip-rate ZF-DFE's. 1 
II. CHANNEL AND NOISE MODELS
Our channel model [5] with intensity modulation and direct detection (IM/DD) can be summarized by where the symbol represents convolution. In IM, the transmitted signal is an instantaneous optical power.
represents the received photocurrent, while represents the photodetector responsivity. The channel is described by which are fixed for a given position of the transmitter, receiver, and intervening reflectors. The additive noise is modeled as white and Gaussian, and independent of the received signal. Our treatment of the noise as Gaussian and signal-independent simplifies calculation of the error probability without any significant loss of accuracy. The channel optical path loss is given by and the received optical power is where is the transmitted power. We define the electrical SNR to be SNR where represents system bit rate and represents the (two-sided) power spectral density of the white Gaussian noise. We note that a 1-dB change of optical power corresponds to a 2-dB change of electrical SNR. Fig. 1 (a) displays the block diagram of a discrete-time -PPM system with a chip-rate ZF-DFE. Independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) input bits enter a block coder of rate which produces length-symbol vectors having one unit chip value and zero chip values. The chip sequence is scaled by the peak received photocurrent and passed through the causal, minimum-phase discreteequivalent channel impulse response representing the combination of transmitter filter, multipath channel, and whitenedmatched filter (WMF) [12] . We assume is normalized such that
III. CHIP-RATE ZERO-FORCING DFE
The noise samples are white and Gaussian with variance
The chip-rate ZF-DFE employs two decision
Fig. 1. L-PPM transmission over a multipath channel, followed by: (a) chip-rate zero-forcing decision-feedback equalizer or (b) symbol-rate zero-forcing decision-feedback equalizer. The blocks "P/S" and "S/P" represent parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel convertors, respectively.
devices. The first decision device, in the feedback loop of Fig. 1(a) , makes chip-by-chip decisions where if and zero otherwise. These chip-by-chip decisions are fed back through a reverse filter containing the strictly causal portion of
The second decision device makes symbol-by-symbol decisions, based on which is the largest of the sample values independent of the chip-by-chip decision device.
In analyzing the error probability, we let denote the transmitted PPM codeword. X denotes the event that all previous chip decisions and symbol decisions from prior PPM codewords are correct, a standard assumption in DFE analyses [13] . Assuming is the vector of all zeros except for a single one at position we find:
(1)
The symbol refers to the Hamming weight. A more compact expression for (1) is (2) The notation in (2) is defined by drawing a one-to-one correspondence between the terms in (2) and those in (1). We note that since a symbol error can occur only if a chip error occurs. To simplify subsequent expressions, we let represent the normalized impulse response. The normalized threshold of the chip-rate slicer is set to the minimax value of which maximizes the probability of all chips being detected correctly. In what follows, we give exact expressions for the terms in (2), except for which is intractable. Consequently, we bound the error probability.
The symbol-decision error described by in (2) occurs when a chip (represented by ) prior to the transmitted chip (represented by ) is detected above the threshold, and therefore, in error. As a result, we know that one noise sample (we will denote it ) is above , and is thus described by a truncated Gaussian distribution. Following [8] , we find below the probability of a symbol error (3) Here and Since is a truncated Gaussian random variable, (3) is not analytically tractable, so we resort to numerical integration to evaluate (3) for actual channels. The probability of the event whereby one chip error prior to the transmitted chip occurs is given by:
The symbol-decision error described by in (2) occurs when the transmitted chip is detected in error. More specifically, this means that none of the chips is greater than We let represent the one noise sample (in position ) that is less than the threshold. In this case (5) is given by an expression analogous to that of with replaced by
The probability of the event where no chips are above the threshold is given by :
The symbol-decision error described by in (2) occurs when the a chip (represented by ) following the transmitted chip is detected in error, specifically, it is greater than . We let represent that noise sample that is greater than the threshold and find: (7) As stated earlier, the computation of which represents events where more than one chip is detected incorrectly, is intractable. We can compute a lower bound for by letting . We can calculate an upper bound for by letting i.e., a random selection among choices. For this upper bound, we must then compute
The factor represents the probability that all chips in the symbol are detected properly and is given simply by Finally, to obtain the probability of bit error [11] , we multiply the symbol-error probability given by (1) or (2) by the factor
IV. SYMBOL-RATE ZERO-FORCING DFE
The block diagram for the system with a symbol-rate ZF-DFE is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The symbol-rate ZF-DFE feeds back symbol decisions, not intermediate chip decisions [3] . The feedback filter differs from the chip-rate DFE in that it feeds back appropriate values to cancel all postcursor intersymbol interference, but does not cancel intrasymbol interference. We let represent the largest number of symbols that can be spanned by At each time , where is an integer, a symbol decision is made; the resultant vector of length is input to the feedback filter and produces output given by:
where represent previously detected symbols. A minimum-Euclidean-distance detector operates on the received samples . The symbol decision device chooses the detected symbol to minimize over the possible choices of
Our error-probability analysis relies upon the standard assumption that all previous symbols have been detected correctly, and that symbol-to-symbol error propagation can be ignored. To compute the BER, we find the BER conditioned on the transmission of each of the possible symbols, and then average over these: (9) We will compute lower and upper (union) bounds on the conditional probabilities in (9) . Define the normalized Euclidean distance between transmitted symbol and another symbol as where corresponds to the vector of values for symbol and we recall that To obtain lower bounds on the conditional probabilities in (9), we find the minimum Euclidean distance for transmitted symbol , i.e., The lower bound is (10) Upper bounds on these conditional probabilities are found by considering all possible erroneous symbols for each transmitted symbol :
In this section, we quantify the performance of the chip-and symbol-rate ZF-DFE's on a collection of 46 experimentally measured channels [5] . To verify the accuracy of the theory given in Sections III and IV, we performed Monte-Carlo simulations of the performance of these DFE's on a typical multipath channel [5] , using 8-PPM at a bit rate of 30 Mb/s. We assume a rectangular-pulse transmitter filter of duration equal to one chip. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . The analytical lower bound for the symbol-rate ZF-DFE performance is nearly equivalent to the MLSD performance, but the results of our simulation approach the calculated symbol-rate ZF-DFE upper bound as the SNR increases. For the chip-rate ZF-DFE, we observe that at low BER's (below 10 or so), the upper and lower bounds tend toward each other, while the simulated BER lies between them. 2 Fig . 3 shows the optical average-power (and electrical SNR) required for 4-PPM to achieve 10 BER on a collection of multipath channels at bit rates of both 10 and 30 Mb/s, as a function of the channel rms delay spread divided by the bit duration. 3 At low delay spreads, equalization provides little, if any, performance improvement. As the delay spread increases, the DFE's provide a significant performance improvement, leading to a finite power requirement for all channels, even those having an infinite power requirement without equalization. Since the symbol-rate ZF-DFE utilizes the information contained in the noncancelled intrasymbol interference, it outperforms the chip-rate ZF-DFE, and performs nearly as well as MLSD on the channels considered here.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed both a chip-rate ZF-DFE and a symbol-rate ZF-DFE for PPM systems. Simulations showed that our analysis is accurate at low BER's. We applied our analytical results to a variety of experimentally measured indoor infrared channels, and found that the ZF-DFE performance is very close to MLSD on the channels considered.
